a fusion creates a unique quality of products
spectrum and services...

Medi-Physics, a leader in the research, development and marketing of innovative radiopharmaceuticals, fused with Summa Pharmacy to create MPI Professional Service Centers Inc., bringing nuclear medicine professionals a new spectrum of quality products and flexible services.

- MPI Professional Service Centers – a nationwide chain of full service radiopharmacies – supplies all of your diagnostic imaging needs when you want them – 24 hours a day.
- Backed by the full resources of Medi-Physics, MPI Professional Service Centers are committed to providing nuclear medicine professionals with the best in service and quality radiopharmaceuticals.

Discover how MPI Professional Service Centers can provide your department with a full spectrum of products and services. For additional information contact your local Medi-Physics Territory Manager or call 1-800-MEDI-123.

MPI Professional Service Centers
a subsidiary of Medi-Physics, Inc.

Your partner in advancing nuclear medicine
medi+physics®
a subsidiary of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.
Now there's an easy way to meet the new NRC requirements for wipe testing!

NEW!

Wipe Test Counters

- Measure surface contamination levels in areas where radiopharmaceuticals are prepared, used or stored.
- Meet new Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements for determining contamination levels.
- Dedicated instruments are low in cost, easy to use.

Both the Deluxe Wipe Test Counter (with LED digital display) and the Standard Wipe Test Counter include a βCs, 1 μCi test source, plus a package of 200 pre-numbered ½” diameter wipes.

For more details, request Bulletin 407-35

NUCLEAR ASSOCIATES
A Division of VICTOREEN, INC.
100 VOICE ROAD
CARLE PLACE, NY 11514-1593
(516) 741-6360
A Subsidiary of Sheller-Globe
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A Profile of Progress in Nuclear Medicine
The Years of Growth
Nuclear medicine emerged from the experimental stage into a phase of rapid clinical growth. The number of procedures performed rose rapidly during the 1960s. During this same period, Squibb Diagnostics developed and introduced important products and services for nuclear medicine, including the first sterile technetium generator, nuclear medicine training seminars and technical support through the Technical Associates Program.

The Years of Refinement
The '70s saw the development of other imaging modalities which drew procedures away from nuclear medicine and slowed its growth. Developments and advances continued, however, and Squibb introduced a variety of radiopharmaceutical products, including Macrotec. Squibb’s Choletec® was introduced in 1987, and quickly became the premier hepatobiliary imaging agent.

Tesuloid®
(Kit for the Preparation of Technetium Tc99m Sulfur Colloid)

Albumotope-LS®
(Aggregated Radio-iodinated [131I] Albumin [Human])

Iodotope® I 131
(Sodium Iodide I 131 USP)
(diagnostic and therapeutic)

Aureotope®
(Gold Au 198 Injection USP)

Technetope®
(Technetium Tc99m Generator)

Kinevac®
(Sincalide for Injection)
Nuclear Medicine: A Distinguished Past, A Promising Future

Macrotec®
(Kit for the Preparation of Technetium Tc99m Albumin Aggregated)

New brain imaging agent

Choletec®
(Kit for the Preparation of Technetium Tc99m Mebrofenin)

New heart imaging agents

The Years of Promise
The future of nuclear medicine is bright, and Squibb's contributions to it continue. New Squibb brain and heart agents are now in clinical development. In addition to extensive research and development, the Squibb contribution to nuclear medicine continues with technical support and professional education programs.

Call 1-800-257-5181 for educational materials, product information or technical assistance.
In New Jersey: 1-800-582-5913

*Squibb Diagnostics™
*See brief summary on following page.
CHOLETEC®
(Kit for the Preparation of Technetium Tc 99m Mebrofenin)

The Hepatobiliary Agent for a Wide Range of Bilirubin Levels

With Choletic, you can obtain diagnostic-quality hepatobiliary images even in patients whose bilirubin is significantly elevated. Choletic demonstrated low renal excretion even at bilirubin levels up to 25 mg/dl.1 In two studies2 in which Choletic was administered to patients having mean elevated serum bilirubin levels of 9.8 mg/dl (1.7 to 46.3 mg/dl), the mean percent injected dose excreted in the urine during the first three hours was only 3% (0.2% to 11.5%).

Low Renal Excretion
Only 3% on average in first 3 hours.

Reduced Procedural Time
Rapid hepatic transit and excretion permits visualization of the liver in normal subjects in 5 minutes, hepatic duct and gallbladder in 10-15 minutes and intestine in 30-60 minutes. Answers to important diagnostic questions may be obtained in less than one hour.

18-Hour Use Time
Choletic may be used up to 18 hours after reconstitution—three times longer than disofenin. Choletic contains a preservative.

CHOLETEC®
Kit for the Preparation of Technetium Tc 99m Mebrofenin

DESCRIPTION
Each reaction vial contains a nonradioactive, sterile, nonpyrogenic mixture of 45 mg mebrofenin, 0.54 mg (minimum) stannous fluoride hydrate, SnF2·H2O (1.03 mg total Sn, maximum (us stannous fluoride hydrate, SnF2·H2O), not more than 5.2 mg methoxypropionate, and 0.08 mg propylene glycol. The pH is adjusted with sodium hydroxide or hydrochloric acid prior to lyophilization. The contents of the vials are lyophilized and sealed under nitrogen at the time of manufacture. The pH of the reconstituted product is 4.2 to 5.7.

When sterile, pyrogen-free sodium pertechnetate Tc 99m infection is added to the vial, the diagnostic agent Technetium Tc 99m Mebrofenin is formed for administration by intravenous injection.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
Technetium Tc 99m Mebrofenin is indicated as a hepatobiliary imaging agent.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
Hypersensitivity to this compound.

WARNINGS
The theoretical possibility of allergic reactions should be considered in patients who receive multiple doses.

PRECAUTIONS
General
Contents of the reaction vial are intended only for use in the preparation of Technetium Tc 99m Mebrofenin and are not to be administered directly to the patient.

Delayed or non-visualization of the gallbladder may occur in the immediate post-prandial period or after prolonged fasting or parenteral feeding. Functional biliary obstruction may accompany chronic cholecystitis or pancreatitis. In addition, patients with hepatocellular disease may show non-visualization or delayed visualization of the gallbladder. Delayed intraductal transit may also be noted in such patients. Jaundice hepatitis may be associated with gallbladder non-visualization and the failure to visualize activity in the intestine. Administration of neomycin or trimethoprim may delay intestinal transit of the imaging agent and may result in non-visualization. Sepsis patients may show absent or delayed hepatobiliary clearance. Thus, a positive finding does not rule out a radiotracer diagnosis of any of the above conditions and should be evaluated in the light of the total clinical picture and results of other diagnostic modalities.

The components of the kit are supplied sterile and non-pyrogenic. Aseptic procedures normally employed in making additions and withdrawals from sterile, non-pyrogenic containers should be used during the addition of the pertechnetate solution and the withdrawal of dose for patient administration.

The technetium Tc 99m labeling reaction involved in preparing the agent depend on maintaining the stannous ion in the reduced state. Any oxidant present in the sodium pertechnetate Tc 99m supply may thus, adversely affect the quality of the technetium-99m pertechnetate. Hence, sodium pertechnetate Tc 99m containing oxidants should not be employed.

Radiochemists should be used only by physicians who are qualified by training and experience in the safe use and handling of radionuclides and whose experience and training have been approved by the appropriate government agency licensed to use the radionuclides. As in the use of any radioactive material, care should be taken to minimize radiation exposure to the patient consistent with proper patient management and to ensure minimum radiation exposure to hospital personnel.

To Tc 99m Mebrofenin should be formulated no more than 18 hours prior to clinical use.

Cardiogena, Metagenea, Impairment of Fertility
No long term animal studies have been performed to evaluate carcinogenic potential or whether Technetium Tc 99m Mebrofenin may affect fertility in males or females.

Pregnancy Category C
Animal reproduction studies have not been conducted with Technetium Tc 99m Mebrofenin. It is also not known whether Technetium Tc 99m Mebrofenin can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman or can affect reproductive capacity. Technetium Tc 99m Mebrofenin should be given to a pregnant woman only if the potential benefits to be gained clearly outweigh the potential hazards.

Informed, examinations using radiopharmaceuticals, especially those elective in nature, in women of childbearing capability, should be performed during the first trimester (approximately 10 days following the onset of menarche). Nursing Mothers
Technetium Tc 99m is excreted in human milk during lactation. Therefore, formula feedings should be substituted for breast feedings.

PEDIATRIC USE
Safety and effectiveness in children below the age of 18 have not been established.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
Although no adverse reactions have been reported specifically for Technetium Tc 99m Mebrofenin, rare cases of pruritus, rash, chills, and nausea have been reported with related compounds.

HUMAN LIFESPAN
MDB-Squibb®
(Kit for the Preparation of Technetium Tc 99m Medronate)

CHOLETET® may be ordered through your Squibb or Medi-Physics representative.
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Other Squibb Diagnostics Agents

Macrotec®
(Kit for the Preparation of Technetium Tc99m Albumin Aggregated)

Iodotope®
(Sodium Iodide I 131 Capsules USP Diagnostic-Oral and Sodium Iodide I 131 Solution USP Therapeutic-Oral)

Phosphotec®
(Kit for the Preparation of Technetium Tc99m Pyrophosphate)

Tesuloid®
(Kit for the Preparation of Technetium Tc99m Sulfur Collodion)

MYP-Squibb®
(Kit for the Preparation of Technetium Tc99m Medronate)

Squibb Diagnostics is a subsidiary of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.
NUCLEAR MEDICINE INFORMATION SYSTEMS®
(Software Package)

IT'S TIME TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP . . . .

This Program and a Personal Computer is the answer to meeting your management needs . . . and much more.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE CONSULTING FIRM
P. O. Box 824
Greenville, PA 16125
(412) 932-5840
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Because of their ability to seek out and attach to cancer cells within the body, monoclonal antibodies offer tremendous potential for revolutionizing cancer detection and treatment.

As a result, we are drawing ever closer to the introduction of cancer detection and treatment products that will offer levels of effectiveness unmatched by current methods.

At NeoRx, we’re overcoming the obstacles that have prevented this potential from being fully realized. In a remarkably short period of time, we have made significant progress in using monoclonal antibodies to deliver diagnostic and therapeutic agents directly to tumor sites with much greater specificity.
Only Tomomatic CBF tomography provides objective quantitative imaging of the regional brain functions!

Agenda for diagnosis of a neurological deficit:

Clinical evaluation
- psychological test
- stimulation test
- interview

Morphologic imaging
- CT
- MRI

Function imaging
- TOMOMATIC CBF tomography showing blood flow in each individual brain region—a parameter related to the regional brain metabolism
- EEG

We invite you to contact us if you want to know more about brain dedicated SPECT instruments – TOMOMATIC line.
Three members of the DELTA family of Nuclear Computer products!
SIEMENS
Imagine the nuclear medicine department of the future.
Imagine the ability to acquire images from multiple sources.
Imagine the capability to review images at multiple sites.
Imagine that the quality of those digital images is sufficient for diagnosis.
You don’t have to imagine anymore!

Welcome To the Nuclear Network!

DELTAVISION Digital Light Box
• 1024 X 1024 Diagnostic Reviewing
• Simultaneous Multi Study Display
• Mouse Driven Selection & Manipulation
• Zoom, Cine & Individual Enhancement
• Powerful User Interface

DELTASTORE Laser Library
• 2 Gigabyte optical platters (equal to 50 mag tapes)
• Up to 200,000 images per platter (64 X 64)
• Immediate On-Line Access
• Advanced Software for Automatic Archiving and Retrieval

You don’t have to reach to the stars to find your link to the future. The DELTA family of nuclear medicine products from Siemens delivers the promise of tomorrow today!

Siemens Medical Systems, Inc.
2000 Nuclear Drive Des Plaines, IL 60018 312-635-3259

Siemens … technology with integrity.
MicroDELTA™ and MaxDELTA™... Compatible, Expandable and Affordable!

Siemens MicroDELTA and MaxDELTA nuclear imaging and data processing computers interface with all major manufacturers of gamma cameras... providing you with greater freedom of choice.

**Computer Compatibility**
MicroDELTA and MaxDELTA also communicate with other nuclear medicine computers. So you can most cost-effectively utilize your existing computers and patient study database.

**Expandability**
MicroDELTA/MaxDELTA systems are expandable to meet your needs now and in the future. From the single terminal MicroDELTA to a sophisticated network of systems with MaxDELTA...you decide what’s best.

**Support**
Siemens proven technological expertise in gamma cameras, now applied to computers, ensures the DELTA product family will remain your best choice. Consider our worldwide service network, training and support. And our ambitious schedule for software development and release. All told, the choice is clear...Siemens.

For more information contact your local Siemens representative or:

**Siemens Medical Systems, Inc.**
2000 Nuclear Drive
Des Plaines, IL 60018
(312) 635-3160

In Canada, contact:

**Siemens Electric Ltd.**
Medical Systems Division
1180 Courtney Park Drive
Mississauga, Ontario L5T1P2
(416) 673-1995

Siemens... technology with integrity.
Introducing GENESYS, a significant advance in design and performance.

GENESYS combines state-of-the-art advancements in gantry and detector design with enhanced robotics to deliver an overall system performance that assures exceptional diagnostic results in brain, whole body and SPECT imaging.

GENESYS features the industry's most compact gantry design, providing easy access to patients while significantly reducing floor space requirements. The stability of the GENESYS gantry is unsurpassed in reducing artifacts, especially during SPECT and whole body imaging.

The GENESYS system’s five robotically controlled automated imaging positions, combined with an innovative collimator exchange and locking mechanism, minimize study set-up time and reduce operator errors. The GENESYS bi-level motorized table maximizes patient comfort and safety enabling improved brain SPECT imaging. For a closer look at GENESYS and a color brochure, call Nancy Hendrix at 1 (800) 538-8531 or (408) 945-2990 within California. Write to: 540 Alder Drive, Milpitas, CA 95035
IF YOU MISSED TORONTO, YOU MISSED A GREAT MEETING—MAKE UP FOR LOST TIME; COME TO SAN FRANCISCO

Its cable cars, bridges, Victorian buildings, cultural variety, food, and, of course, its beautiful bay will set the backdrop to four days of intensive learning opportunities, interspersed with exciting social events. San Francisco, California, will be the site of our Thirty-fifth Annual Meeting. If you missed Toronto, you missed a great meeting, but San Francisco promises to be even better.

SCIENTIFIC PAPERS

This year’s presentation of over 700 scientific papers and posters includes a distillation of the latest advancements and finest work achieved by outstanding scientists and physicians in the field of nuclear medicine. These papers, presented by the original authors, with over 30 subjects to choose from, will provide a unique opportunity for enhancing your knowledge or exploring new avenues in correlative areas of nuclear medicine. Ample time is allotted at these presentations for questions and discussions.

An extensive display of scientific posters and exhibits will augment the presentations.

CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES

Refresher and state-of-the-art continuing education courses in chemistry, physics, quality assurance, cardiovascular nuclear medicine, PET, SPECT, and NMR will supply up-to-the-minute approaches and procedures for all clinical settings.

TECHNOLIGIST PROGRAM

The ever-increasing importance of the role of the nuclear medicine technologist will be explored in our Technologist Program, and over 70 hours of clinical updates will provide chief and staff technologists with the latest in basic, intermediate, and advanced studies. This program will broaden expertise and enhance the technologist’s contributions to nuclear medicine.

EXPOSITION

More than 100 pharmaceutical and equipment manufacturers will display their latest products in a lively atmosphere. These knowledgeable commercial representatives offer the technical depth our field demands, and they are valuable sources of timely and pertinent information.

AUDIOVISUALS, BOOKS, JOURNALS

The Society of Nuclear Medicine is continually adding to its library of audiovisuals, books, and other publications. A stop at the publications booth is well worth the time. Here you will find on display what the society has to offer for year-round educational advancement.

Networking opportunities and job referral boards are available at special locations throughout the meeting as well as membership information at our membership booth.

Registration: $130 SNM members
$225 nonmembers
Hotels: $100 US average rate/night

If you need further information, please contact:

The Society of Nuclear Medicine
Education and Meetings Department
136 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016-6760
(212)889-0717 • Telex: 6502957177
INTRODUCING VIEWPOINT.
THE NUCLEAR MEDICINE DISPLAY STATION.

The VIEWPOINT remote display station provides powerful interactive display of patient data with image enhancement capabilities for onscreen review and editing in any setting. VIEWPOINT features a mouse-driven pull-down menus screen environment with high resolution color display for high quality diagnostic evaluations. Innovative image manipulation capabilities gives the user complete control of the image presentation.

Linked to the 3300 MICRO or DPS 33000, VIEWPOINT provides the physician with immediate access to patient studies for review and reporting. In addition, the VIEWPOINT display station may be connected to CENTOR™, ADAC’s local PACS network, thereby providing the physician with display of images and access to the entire patient database.

For more information, about VIEWPOINT, call Nancy Hendrix at (800) 538-8531.
AMR's AccuSync provides R-wave detection with precision and reliability. The finest R-wave Triggering device available for computerized gated cardiac studies.

**AccuSync-5L Features**

- Isolation Amplifier for Patient Safety.
- Digital CRT Monitor.
- ECG Strip Chart Recorder.
- Heart Rate/R-R int.
- Trigger Pulse LED.
- Trigger Control for Ease of Lead Placement and Precise Location of Trigger Pulse.
- R-Trigger Output, Compatible with all Computers.
- No Delay.
- ECG Output
- Playback Mode. (optional)
- Event Marker. (optional)
- Audio Indicator.

**MODEL**

- **AccuSync-6L**
- **AccuSync-IL**
- **AccuSync-3R**
- **AccuSync-4R**

**FEATURES**

- All AccuSync-5L features with the exception of the Strip Chart Recorder.
- All AccuSync-5L features with the exception of Digital CRT Monitor.
- All AccuSync-3R features with the exception of the Heart Rate/R-R int. display.

ADVANCED MEDICAL RESEARCH CORP.

148 Research Drive/PO. Box 3094
Milford, CT 06460/Telephone: (203) 877-1610
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A pat on the back is nice because it means that we have prevented a problem or provided a solution. But as much as we like to hear compliments, your other comments receive just as much attention. Taken together they show us ways to improve and extend our services to meet your needs.

Exciting new opportunities with radiopharmaceuticals, imaging modalities and biotechnologies are here or imminent. We want to ensure that our services will translate these opportunities into an expanded practice for you. Listening to you on a one-on-one basis and being involved in professional associations helps us steer our efforts in the right direction.

As our slogan says, we care about what you think. If you have a compliment, we want to hear from you. If you have a comment, suggestion or complaint, we need to hear from you. You can talk directly to a member of our Management Team by dialing 800/848-8848. The line is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Pacific time.

— Laura Herradora Miller, CNMT
Chief Technologist
Dept. of Nuclear Medicine
Providence Hospital, Oakland CA

When I order a dose for my patient, it can be here when I need it. This allows my department to continue to work smoothly, even when emergencies arise.

Syncor International Corporation
20001 Prairie Street
Chatsworth, California 91311
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Nuclear
power

Stargem. The digital system that offers an extra large rectangular field of view.

It's the power to grow with your nuclear department. The powerful combination of products, training and service. And ultimately, power for your success, whether you consider it increased referrals, clinical superiority or technological leadership.

We're committed to advancing nuclear medicine technology. And that kind of dedication has helped us become the leader in SPECT. Our Star family of imaging products is flexible enough to adapt as your needs change. You can count on applications-oriented software and the service to back it up. Software that allows you to take full advantage of the new radiopharmaceuticals.

And full support for your nuclear medicine department. Our training programs, like the quality and performance of our equipment, are consistently rated among the highest in the industry.

With the Star family you're assured of the kind of performance that contributes to efficient, quality nuclear medicine. Add to that GE's stability, security and commitment to the future of nuclear medicine, and you have the power your department can grow with.

For a site visit to a nuclear medicine department or for more information, please call us toll free at:

(800) 624-5692.

GE's counterbalance design available in 300, 400 and 500 mm detector size.

The Star Family consoles offer a choice of Acquisition/Processing, Acquisition or Processing.

GE Medical Systems
There's never been a better time to choose GE
The Cardiac Stress Table is designed for fast set up and easy operation. It allows the widest possible accommodation to desired exercise position, patient physique, preferred exercise/imaging procedure, and camera geometry.

The ergometer "floats" in the X-Y plane so it can be adjusted to any patient leg length. The back rest adjusts to permit stress testing from supine to the sitting position, or at any degree in between.

The combination of angulated back and moveable ergometer creates the most comfortable patient position, affording unobstructed, clear approach for portable or wide-field cameras. Available with your choice of ergometers—Tunturi or Collins.

The Cardiac Stress Table sets the standard for exercise imaging.

From your Nuclear Medicine Source...Atomic Products Corporation.

*Shown with Collins Ergometer.
Scanditronix.
The PET company you can believe.

We've been making cyclotrons for over twenty years and PET cameras since 1978. All of these systems are still performing at or above their original specifications.

That's why, when we announce a PET camera with 4.9mm resolution and a medical cyclotron you can easily program, you know it's true.

If you want to bring that kind of credibility into your PET planning, you need only make one phone call: 617-768-6994.
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The MIRD Primer for Absorbed Dose Calculations was prepared by the MIRD Committee to provide a fresh explanation of the MIRD schema with examples designed to illustrate applications.

The text is divided into four parts: the Primer, Examples of the Use of the MIRD Schema, The Collected Absorbed Dose Estimate Reports, and Appendices.

Part 1 offers a detailed explanation of the MIRD method.

Part 2 amplifies this explanation with examples designed to illustrate applications beginning with relatively simple problems and working up to more complex ones.

Part 3 contains previously published MIRD absorbed dose estimates, now readily assembled in one book, that have been revised and edited for this publication.


The MIRD Primer also contains a substantive index, a detailed glossary and list of symbols, and for handy reference, calculation tables on the inside front and back covers. 128 pp, hardcover. $35 for members, $50 for non-members.

To Order: Send check or money order to The Society of Nuclear Medicine, Dept. 488J, 136 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016-6760.
Imaging the brain for evaluation of stroke

Clinical impression: Evolving CVA
CT interpretation: Normal

Patient history: Patricia M, a 44-year-old woman with history of hypertension, previous TIAs, right carotid endarterectomy
Reason for admission: Onset of left-sided weakness and numbness

Clinical challenge: Localize and document the site and extent of CVA. Now. Not 2 or 3 days later.
Functional brain imaging in evaluation of stroke:

Early CT image:
Normal

Admission CT of Patricia M interpreted as normal.

Limitations of stroke diagnosis with CT:
- Clinical decisions often made during first 48 hours, when CT often negative
- CT scan detects changes in brain density, not function
- Extent of lesion seen on early CT may correlate poorly with clinical signs
Early SPECT image:
Regions of normal and decreased tracer uptake

SPECTamine image of Patricia M reveals decreased right hemisphere uptake in the region of the caudate nucleus, and less pronounced decrease in uptake in the right temporal lobe and lower right parietal lobe.

Within minutes of injection, SPECTamine®
- Crosses the intact blood-brain barrier
- Concentrates in metabolically active brain cells
- Documents site and extent of CVA as regions of diminished uptake
- Provides additional diagnostic information for patient management

Your partner in advancing nuclear medicine

medi+physics®
a subsidiary of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.

Please see last page for full prescribing information.
Metabolic imaging with SPECTamine® (Iofetamine HCl I 123 Injection)

Imaging stroke with a neurotransmitter analog

SPECTamine® (Iofetamine HCl I 123 Injection) presents the medical community with the first lipid-soluble radiopharmaceutical for functional brain imaging in the evaluation of cerebrovascular accident (CVA). It enables clinicians to more completely evaluate patients with suspected nonlumbar stroke, which may be underappreciated with morphologic imaging modalities such as CT.²³ (Fig 1.)

SPECTamine is a neurotransmitter analog that rapidly crosses the intact blood-brain barrier, allowing it to be taken up by metabolically active neurons, predominantly in the gray matter.⁴ (Fig 2.) It reveals regional changes in brain physiology, indicating impaired brain function.³

Crosses intact blood-brain barrier

Unlike earlier nuclear brain-imaging agents, SPECTamine easily crosses the intact blood-brain barrier due to its unique lipid solubility. First-pass extraction efficiency is high, washout is slow, and brain-blood ratios are high.⁴ The initial distribution of SPECTamine is maintained for at least 1

Fig 1. Despite a normal CT study upon admission (left), this patient with left-sided weakness demonstrated decreased right hemisphere uptake in a SPECT study (right) performed with SPECTamine.

Fig 2. A normal SPECT study with iofetamine HCl I 123 shows relatively symmetrical uptake throughout the cerebral cortex.

Fig 3. Activity in lung and brain after IV injection of SPECTamine.
POSICAM™: The most powerful imaging in Cardiology!

The POSICAM™ System, from Positron Corporation means accurate, non-invasive diagnosis of coronary artery disease by routine clinical positron emission tomography. POSICAM™ provides high-speed, high resolution imaging using uniform 3-dimensional volumetric sampling, without data gaps between image planes. Twenty-one simultaneous overlapping slices of the whole heart in short axis, long axis, or angled views create the first and only true 3-dimensional pictures of cardiac perfusion, metabolism, and function.

User-friendly software, validated in over 700 clinical studies, gives unsurpassed throughput and data analysis. POSICAM™ is the only camera design tested in large clinical trials with generator-produced Rubidium-82 for cardiac imaging without a cyclotron. This revolutionary imaging system is now affordable for hospitals and clinics to provide the most advanced cardiac care for their patients.

Innovation and reliability for serious medical decisions that affect lives.

Positron has made the commitment.
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SNM Presents Your Personal Postgraduate Study Course in Nuclear Medicine

The Society of Nuclear Medicine has initiated a major nuclear medicine self-study program to aid physicians, scientists, and technologists in expanding their knowledge of the clinical, basic science, and technical aspects of nuclear medicine. The study and self-evaluation approach has been shown to be an effective means of acquiring medical knowledge and an objective means of evaluating strengths and weaknesses.

The entire Nuclear Medicine Self-Study Program is to consist of four sequential publications (I-IV) which will review the entire field of nuclear medicine. Each program is divided into three components: a soft cover book consisting of syllabus, questions, and answer sheets; a separate book with answers and detailed critiques; and a personal psychometric evaluation, complete with a norms booklet.

Like the earlier Nuclear Medicine Review Syllabus, the Nuclear Medicine: Self-Study Program syllabus has been designed to strengthen your knowledge of nuclear medicine, sharpen your clinical skills, and keep you abreast of recent developments. The self-assessment test, with its answers and critiques, should provide additional help in identifying strengths, as well as possible gaps in your knowledge. It can be used to obtain CME or CEU credits, to prepare for board and/or recertification exams, or as a reference and teaching aid.

The first volume of this program, Nuclear Medicine: Self-Study Program I, will cover four areas of nuclear medicine: Radiobiology and Radiation Protection, including regulatory matters; Gastrointestinal Nuclear Medicine; Skeletal Nuclear Medicine; and Pulmonary Nuclear Medicine. Both the syllabus and questions emphasize essential, clinical-related information. The syllabus and critiques contain annotated references to allow the reader to seek additional information on each topic. The questions are carefully prepared to approximate the format and level of difficulty encountered in specialty board examinations.

The answer and critique book provides the correct answer for each question and discusses the various options. Hence, the review of answers and questions also constitutes an important learning experience.

The personal psychometric evaluation provides comparisons of your performance with that of a peer group. A norms table will indicate your percentile ranking for each subject area, as well as the percentage of participants who answered each question correctly. Anticipated publication date for Nuclear Medicine: Self-Study Program I is June 1988. It will be available to members for $90; nonmembers for $115; and residents for $75. Answer sheets will be accepted for psychometric evaluation, for CME and CEU credit, and for inclusion in the norms tables through November 1, 1988.
Achieving maximum utilization of your Nuclear Medicine practice requires effective communication with referring physicians, as well as hospital administrators.

The New ACNP Program - A.I.M.S. - provides you with the proper tools to make presentations and explain the:

- Clinical Benefits to Increase referrals from Physicians,
- and the
- Cost Effectiveness to Hospital Administrators to assure department funding

Developed under the auspices of the ACNP Professional & Public Information Program, A.I.M.S. discusses clinical case examples and advantages of each procedure, through:

- Slides & accompanying Script
- Videos
- Fact sheets
- Reference Material

A.I.M.S. is available on a cost-saving,
INTRODUCTORY SUBSCRIPTION OFFER, which includes the first seven modules, OR by individual module.

Send in the Order Form Now, or for more information call 202-857-1191

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module Description</th>
<th>Price 1</th>
<th>Price 2</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Pricing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Bone Scintigraphy</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
<td>March 15/88</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>½&quot; VHS Tape</strong></td>
<td>$65.00</td>
<td>$105.00</td>
<td>March 15/88</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>½&quot; U-Matic Tape</strong></td>
<td>$65.00</td>
<td>$105.00</td>
<td>March 15/88</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Cost Justification Analysis for Nuclear Medicine Equipment</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
<td>July 1988</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. GI/Liver</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
<td>October 1988</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Thallium</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
<td>April 1989</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SAVE! Complete A.I.M.S. Series (Includes 7 Modules & Choice of video tape format below)
- **½" VHS Tape**                                         | $330.00 | $570.00 | As above | $             |
- **½" U-Matic Tape**                                     | $330.00 | $570.00 | As above | $             |
- **FREE Cost Justification Module (P3) if complete A.I.M.S. Series is ordered**

Mail This Form With Check To:
American College of Nuclear Physicians; Attn: A.I.M.S. Program 1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., #700 Washington D.C. 20036
ELUMATIC III The new generation of technetium 99m generators

To say, today, that nuclear medicine owes its rise to technetium is undeniable.
To claim that for more than 20 years, we have contributed to its development is no exaggeration.
To pledge that tomorrow the new generation of the ELUMATIC III will accompany its evolution, is reassuring.
The Primer answers the nuclear medicine technologist's fundamental questions about SPECT, as both a textbook and as an extension of any manufacturer's operating manual. Designed as a study guide for SPECT technology and SPECT applications, this 1986 book also includes study questions, a glossary, and recommended reading lists at the end of each chapter. 168 pp, 6 x 9 softcover.

SPECIAL OFFER: Bulk order rates make this sought-after information available to everyone. By ordering in bulk, these copies can be distributed to an entire sales force, nuclear medicine departments, residents, and students. Single-copy rate: $15.00, non-members: $17.00; quantities of 10 or more: $13.00, 50 or more: $12.00, 100 or more: $10.00.

ORDERING INFORMATION: Quantities under 10, add $2.50 postage and handling for each book ordered. Bulk orders, please call for postage and handling charges. Prepayment required in U.S. funds drawn on U.S. banks only. For payments made in U.S. dollars, but drawn on a foreign bank, add a bank processing fee of $4.50 for Canadian bank drafts, $40.00 for all other foreign bank drafts. Check or purchase order must accompany all orders. Make checks payable to: The Society of Nuclear Medicine. Prices are in U.S. dollars and are subject to change without notice.

The Society of Nuclear Medicine
Book Order Dept. 488J
136 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016-6760
(212)889-0717

For Publication Order Form, Circle No. 170
Available to SNM Members

CHINA TOURS DURING BEIJING AND TAIPEI CONFERENCES

The Society of Nuclear Medicine is offering its members the opportunity to combine attendance at the International Symposium on Nuclear Medicine (October 10–14, 1988, Beijing) and/or the Fourth Asia & Oceania Congress on Nuclear Medicine (November 1–4, 1988, Taipei) with a first-hand look at the fascinating culture of the Far East.

Each tour, completely escorted, will take you to areas that until recently have been inaccessible to the average American. You may choose from three basic tours:

1. **Beijing Symposium Tour**—Leaves the West Coast October 6. Includes a day in Hong Kong to get the flavor of the Orient before proceeding to Beijing. Departs Beijing October 15 for the U.S.

2. **China Extension Tour**— Begins on October 15, after the Symposium. From Beijing you travel through the once-closed cities of Xian and Beilin, seeing both a rural land unchanged for centuries and the exciting results of China's tentative steps towards capitalism. Two days are devoted to a stay in Hong Kong, where East meets West in an exotic blend of sampans and skyscrapers. Departure is October 22 for the West Coast.

3. **Taipei Congress Tour**—Leave the West Coast October 22, return November 5. Included is a five-day visit to Hong Kong, enabling you to experience the excitement of the frenetic pace that consumes this last outpost of the Empire as it counts the days remaining until it once again becomes part of China.

You may also opt to combine the **China Extension Tour** with the **Taipei Congress Tour**.

This opportunity to combine prestigious scientific conferences with a look at part of the world so different to our own is truly unique. Of necessity, the number of attendees who may take advantage of these China tours is limited. We suggest you immediately contact:

Ms. Kay L. Meyers  
c/o International Travel Services, Inc.  
102 Wilmot Road  
Deerfield, IL 60015  
(312) 940-2100

---

**EUROPEAN NUCLEAR MEDICINE CONGRESS 1988**
**AUGUST 26–SEPTEMBER 2 MILANO, ITALY**

**SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM**

Plenary sessions, with lectures given by invited speakers, will concern the following main topics: Oncology, Emission Tomography, Cardiology, Pediatrics, Neurology. Scientific Papers, "Works-in-Progress," Technicians' Program, Scientific and Commercial Exhibition, Pre- and Post-Congress Meetings are also included.

Topics related to nuclear medicine will be considered for inclusion in the scientific program as follows:

**Instrumentation:** Instrumentation and New Technologies, Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT and PET), NMR, Computers, Image Processing, Artificial Intelligence, Quality Control of Instrumentations.

**Radiopharmaceuticals:** Radiopharmaceutical Chemistry, New Radiopharmaceuticals, Radiolabeled Monoclonal Antibodies for Cancer Diagnosis and Therapy, Studies on Cell and Animal Models, Kinetics of Tracers, Quality Control of Radiopharmaceuticals, Dosimetry.

**In Vitro Applications:** Tumor Markers, Radioimmunoassays, Cell Labeling Quality Control, Genetic Engineering.

**Clinical Applications:** Cardiology and Circulation, Gastroenterology, Nephrology, Neurology, Hematology, Endocrinology, Pediatrics, Bone/Joint Diseases, Pulmonary Diseases, Thyroid Diseases, Metabolic Therapy, Radiation Risks.

**EXHIBITION**

A comprehensive exhibition of equipment and radiopharmaceutical manufacturers will be on display.

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

Call for Abstracts: Official Abstract Sheets may be obtained by writing to the Official Organizing Office, O.I.C. Incentive –Viale Majno, 21–I-20122 Milano. The deadline for the receipt of abstracts is March 1, 1988.

Registrations and Fees: Members of the European Association of Nuclear Medicine (EANM), regularly registered, will have free admission to the Congress, provided that they present their 1988 Membership card at the Registration Desk, or send a copy to the Official Organizing Office. EANM Members must pay their fees by April 15, 1988. New EANM membership applications will be accepted only until April 15, 1988.

The registration fees for non-members will be Lit. 220.000 + VAT by June 15, 1988 and Lit. 300.000 + VAT after June 15, 1988.

Social Program: A comprehensive social program has been planned, including the Opening Ceremony with a concert and welcome cocktail (inclusive in the registration fee); an organ concert in one of the most beautiful churches of Milano; a dancing dinner in an old villa near Milano; the Farewell Party.

PRESIDENT OF THE CONGRESS: Prof. Dott. Gian Luigi Buraggi

Scientific Secretariat:  
Division of Nuclear Medicine  
Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori  
Via Venezian, 1  
I-20133 Milano

Organizing Office:  
O.I.C. Incentive  
Viale Majno, 21  
I-20122 Milano

Ph.: (2) 79.37.40/70.84.19  
Fax: (2) 79.14.95

Telex: 332652 sic mi
Announcement and Invitation to Participate in a New Clinical Teaching Session at the SNM 35th Annual Meeting in San Francisco, California

CLINICAL POTPOURRI

The Scientific Program Committee solicits contributions for a new type of teaching session to be held at the 35th Annual Meeting of the Society of Nuclear Medicine in San Francisco on June 14–17, 1988. Clinical Potpourri will be a session or sessions consisting of brief presentations of clinical topics by attendees followed by an audience discussion. The subject matter should be clinical and presented within two minutes with three minutes of discussion. Only 35mm slides are permitted. Appropriate topics include unusual variations of a common topic, new observations, artifacts, emphasis of a known but commonly overlooked phenomenon, etc. If you are interested in presenting at this session, please complete the coupon and return it no later than April 15, 1988 to: The Education & Meetings Department, The Society of Nuclear Medicine, 136 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016-6760.

You will receive written notification soon after this deadline. A schedule of speakers and topics will be available at the meeting. The session or sessions will be held in the early evening (either Wednesday, Thursday or both) immediately following the close of the last Scientific Session.

Name: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________
______________________________________
Subject of Presentation (15 words or less): ________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
Diagnostix Plus is your Best Source for:

- **Remanufactured Cameras**
  - Large Field (110's, 410's, 438's, 415's, 4C's)
  - Small Field (100's, 400's, 414's, 411's)
  - Mobile (120's, 420's, Dynamos)

- **Collimators**
  - Upgrades to Hexagonal Hole Cores
  - Insert Collimators
  - Collimator Repairs/Re-Cores
  - A large selection of used collimators

- **Camera Performance Upgrades**
  - Uniformity Correction (DUFC)®
  - Resolution
  - Crystal Replacement
  - Whole Body Area Scan Conversion
  - Thin Crystal Performance Upgrades
  - High Resolution Multi Imagers and Formatters

- **Computers**
  - 450, 550, 560, ADAC®, MDS®, PCS512

*We Purchase Used Technicare and Picker Cameras & Computers. Call for a Quote:
*

**Diagnostix Plus, Inc.**
100 Herricks Road • Mineola, NY 11501 • (516) 742-1939
Telex: 226078 (AEGIS UR)
Cost Effective Diagnostic Imaging Products

---

**The 1988 Nuclear Imaging Surveys**

**Transmission Imaging Simulator -- Series 1**
Lateral and plantar projections of foot and ankle with simulated multiple foci of osteomyelitis and/or septic arthritis.

This Survey mimics adult feet and ankles within which are distributed multiple '"warm" and "hot" targets compatible with multifocal areas of inflammatory bone and joint disease. The phantom will require only a technetium source. Performance will be evaluated by Relative Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis. The imaging simulator may be retained permanently as a low contrast aid for continuing quality control of imaging procedures. Participation may be useful as one of several possible quality indicators required by the Joint Commission (JCAHO).

Price: $364.00
Shipping date: April 25

For further information, call 1-800-333-4004 or write:

For a comprehensive catalog containing descriptions of the 60+ CAF Surveys for 1988, call 1-800-323-4040.

---

**Transmission Imaging Simulator -- Series 2**
(Gated Blood Pool Imaging)

The 1988 'transmission' gated blood pool cardiac imaging simulator consists of a simulated LAO view of the right and left ventricles. These are cycled through systole and diastole which mimics a beating heart. During a standard gated cardiac acquisition, the simulator will yield data that mimic the functional aspects of myocardial hypertrophy and dilatation often seen in various cardiomyopathies. Participants are provided with a PURCHASE option and a RENTAL option. A rental option agreement will be sent to participants upon receipt of the order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rental price:</th>
<th>Purchase price:</th>
<th>Shipping date:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$420.00</td>
<td>$999.00</td>
<td>September 19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

College of American Pathologists
5202 Old Orchard Road, Suite 100
Skokie, IL 60077-1034

---

**Joint cooperative surveys of the**
Society of Nuclear Medicine
American College of Nuclear Physicians
College of American Pathologists

---
The Capintec CRC®-PC dose calibration system begins with the #1 radioisotope calibrator. It also gives you an IBM XT or AT (or compatible) computer; a 20 megabyte hard disc plus floppy disc drive (that stores a whole year on one disc); a color monitor; and a high-speed, 80-column dot matrix printer.

The integrated system for today's nuclear medicine department. Capintec's organized array of CRC and PC elements working as a unit for:

- Tc 99m elution and kit preparation
- Patient dose calculations
- Radioactive shipment receipts records
- Unit dose — ordering/receipt
- Patient records and daily reports
- Thin layer chromatography calculations
- Area monitoring and wipe test results
- Thyroid uptake calculations
- Patient/examination/unit dose statistics
- Graphics capabilities
- Nuclear Medicine procedure protocols
- Dose calibrator quality control

Get all the facts. Write or call now.
6 Arrow Road, Ramsey, NJ 07446.
Toll free: (800) 631-3826 or (201) 825-9500.
Telex: 642375 (CAPINTEC RASY).
CRC and CII are registered trademarks of Capintec, Inc.
Classified Advertising

Policy—The Journal of Nuclear Medicine accepts classified advertisements from medical institutions, groups, suppliers, and qualified specialists in nuclear medicine. Acceptance is limited to Positions Open, Positions Wanted, Equipment Available, and Seminars. We reserve the right to decline, withdraw, or modify advertisements that are not relevant to our readership.

Rates for Classified Listings—$13.50 per line or fraction of line (approx. 50 characters per line, including spaces). Please allow 28 characters for the first line which will appear in capital letters. Special rates for SNM members on Positions Wanted: $8000 per line. Note: Box numbers are available for the cost of the 2 lines required.

Rates for Display Ads—Agency commissions are offered on display ads only.

Full page $1023 Quarter page $400
Half page 600 Eighth page 340

Publisher-set charges: page $100; half page $75; quarter page $40; eighth page $25.

Terms—Payment must accompany order. Make checks payable, in U.S. dollars on U.S. banks only, to: The Society of Nuclear Medicine.

Deadline—first of the month preceding the publication date (January 1 for February issue). Please submit classified listings typed double spaced. No telephone orders are accepted.

Send copy to:
Classified Advertising Department
The Society of Nuclear Medicine
136 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10006-6760
(212)789-0711

Positions Available

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

FACULTY POSITION in the Division of Nuclear Medicine and Biophysics, Department of Radiological Sciences and the Laboratory of Biomedical and Environmental Sciences (DOE), UCLA School of Medicine. The position is at the ASSISTANT PROFESSOR level and applicants must have a PhD in pharmacology or biochemistry. The special area of interest must be in the neurosciences with demonstrated experience and interest in investigating the biochemical and neurochemical basis of neurotransmission. The individual must have experience in tracer kinetic methods, models, and principles, both as they apply to the special cases of long-lived isotopes and short-lived positron emitting radionuclides. A combination of a pharmacology and biochemistry background, as well as experience with animal models are required. Experience in both in vivo and in vitro experimental setting is necessary. Some experience in molecular biology is also desirable. Please apply to: Dr. Michael E. Phelps, Division of Nuclear Medicine and Biophysics, Department of Radiological Sciences, UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1721. UCLA is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Physician

NUCLEAR MEDICINE PHYSICIAN-RADIOLOGIST. Vacancy exists for physician Board certified or Board eligible in nuclear medicine with additional residency or training in radiology, or physician Board certified or Board eligible in radiology with additional residency or training in nuclear medicine. Position assigned to newly constructed nuclear medicine department in 440-bed, general medical/surgical veterans administration medical center. Latest state-of-the-art equipment. Wilkes-Barre rated as ninth best place to live in U.S. by Money magazine, and tenth healthiest city by Health magazine. Low housing costs, low crime rate; excellent education system. Within minutes of Pocono Mountain ski resorts and 2 hours from Philadelphia and New York City. Excellent fringe benefits. Salary commensurate with experience. Malpractice insurance provided. Travel and transportation paid. Any state license acceptable. Call or write: Ed Riley, Personnel Service, VA Medical Center, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711; (717)782-7208. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

IMMEDIATE PHYSICIAN OPPORTUNITY to join rapidly growing nuclear medicine/diagnostic ultrasound group in South Florida. Emphasis on cardiovascular nuclear medicine and echocardiography. Excellent salary and partnership opportunity for right person. Send CV to: Faith Block, MD, 1150 N.W. 14 St., Ste. 1, Miami, FL 33136; (305)324-0424. EOE.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE PHYSICIAN. Board certified radiologist with Board certification in nuclear medicine preferred. Must be able to pull call on all but MR. Position with eight-man group in North-eastern Pennsylvania. Send CV with references to: Box 402, The Society of Nuclear Medicine, 136 Madison Ave., 8th Fl., New York, NY 10006-6760.

Radiologist

The Department of Radiology at Tripler Army Medical Center, Honolulu, Hawaii, is recruiting academically oriented RADIOLOGISTS for six divisions of the department: (1) CT, US, MRI (2) Nuclear medicine (3) Pediatric radiology (4) Mammography (5) Cardiovascular radiology and (6) General diagnostic radiology. Our department offers a fully accredited residency program with 18 residents and 15 attending full-time staff. Numerous consultants from across the country lecture on a continuing and regular basis.

What do year-round sunshine, a low cost of living, and progressive health care have in common?

They're all part of working at Orlando Regional Medical Center in sunny Central Florida. As the area's most advanced teaching hospital and regional referral center, we promote a responsive management philosophy, giving our Nuclear Medicine Technologists the opportunity to make the most of their talents.

Responsibilities include working with nursing and medical staff, ensuring the accurate administration of therapeutic and diagnostic procedures and attendant quality control.

This position requires at least one year of extensive clinical training and a degree from an accredited school of nuclear medicine technology, current registration with the ARRT or certification by the Nuclear Medical Technology Board is required.

Orlando Regional Medical Center
Your Center for Life!
basis. The hospital is a modern tertiary care center serving the state and the entire Pacific basin. A strong residency program, a diverse and interesting patient population, excellent equipment, and a tropical lifestyle are positive aspects of the practice. Candidates should be particularly interested in patient teaching, and research. Salary and benefits are competitive and generous. Please contact: Dr. Mark F. Hassell, Department of Radiology, TMC, 9160 S. Waddell Pkwy., Phoenix, AZ 85043. EOE.

NUCLEAR RADIOLoGIST. Individual must have successfully completed training for ABR certification with special competence in nuclear radiology or ABNM. Full state-of-the-art nuclear equipment including SPECT and computerized work. Applicant would share responsibility and would be required to do general radiology. Active 400-bed community hospital. Send inquiries to: Martin L. Friedman, Dept. of Radiology, Frankford Hospital-Torrersdale Div., Philadelphia, PA 19114; (215) 934-4020. EOE.

Residency
The Division of Nuclear Medicine of the Department of Medicine at North Shore University Hospital offers a 2-year RESIDENCY in nuclear medicine. North Shore University Hospital is an affiliated teaching hospital of the Cornell University Medical College. The program is comprehensive with training in all aspects of diagnostic and therapeutic tracer use. There is a strong emphasis on measurements of physiological parameters and thyroidology, cardiology and nephrology. A PET-CYCLOTRON facility is used extensively. The program provides a wide range of imaging, cardiac, and research procedures with multiple cameras and computers. Competitive salary and benefits. Send inquiries to: Donald J. Root, MD, Chief, Division of Nuclear Medicine, North Shore University Hospital, 505 Community Drive, Manhasset, NY 11030. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Technologist
NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST. A challenging and rewarding career opportunity awaits you in the heart of the beautiful Mohonk Mountain House, a 270-bed, ICAH accredited acute care hospital located halfway between New York City and the Mohonk Mountains. Immediate access to hiking, skiing, hiking, and other outdoor recreation is available for the sports enthusiast. The Mohonk Mountain House is seeking a Nuclear Medicine Technologist. Qualification for this position must include a CMI (NMT) certified (CNMNT) in nuclear medicine. Excellent salary and benefits accompany this position. Qualified applicants send resume to: Patrick Dudley, Employment Supervisor, St. James Community Hospital, 400 S. Clark St., Butte, MT 59701. EOE.

RESEARCH TECHNOLOGIST. Full-time position open for highly motivated organized Nuclear Medicine Technologist interested in cardiac research. Duties may include computer processing of cardiac studies, organizing data, maintaining data library, corresponding with other centers, and coordinating research studies. Flexible hours and opportunity for advancement to supervisory position. Contact: Frances J. Wacker, MD, Director Nuclear Cardiology, Yale University, New Haven CT 06509. EOE.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST. Position now available for an experienced certified Computer Radiographer. Responsibilities will include development of clinical computer protocols and coordination of clinical research projects. Experience in computer applications, and SPECT is essential. Competitive salary and comprehensive benefits are included. Apply to: Robert M. Weller, MD, Chief, Department of Nuclear Medicine, Park Nicollet Institute, 1700 13th St., Minneapolis, MN 55404. EOE.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE, Rapid City Regional Hospital, located in the Black Hills of South Dakota, is a 338-bed ICAH accredited acute-care facility. We are currently seeking experienced Nuclear Medicine Technologist. Applicants must be registered or registutable eligible. We offer a competitive salary and excellent benefits package. Please call collect to Virginia Caroll (605)344-3130, or send resume and salary history to: Personnel Department, Rapid City Regional Hospital, 335 Fairmont Blvd., Rapid City, SD 57701. EOE.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST. Immediate full-time opening in exciting new department. We offer you the opportunity to enhance your professional growth in a most progressive small southeast community hospital, 1 hour north of Boston. Contact: Personnel Department, York Hospital, York, ME 03909; (207)363-4321.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST. Full-time staff position for registered technologist to work 800-plus-bed hospital with active, progressive nuclear medicine department. Excellent salary and benefits which include: no night call, dental and medical insurance, 100% tuition reimbursement, on-site fitness center, three weeks vacation time, 10 paid holidays. Send resume to: Dayton A. Rich, Clinical Nuclear Medicine Dept., Hartford Hospital, Hartford, CT 06115. EOE.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST. The University of Utah Medical Center is accepting applications for a registered or registry-eligible Imaging Technologist. Our division provides a full range of imaging, cardiac, and research procedures with multiple cameras and computers. Competitive salary and benefits. Salt Lake City is a pleasant city located near mountains, ski resorts, and other recreational areas. Contact: Paul E. Christian, Nuclear Medicine, University of Utah Medical Center, Salt Lake City, UT 84132; (801) 581-2716. EOE.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST. Northeast Medical Center Hospital, just 20 minutes from downtown Houston, is seeking a registered Technologist. Candidates must have a minimum 2 years experience in all phases of nuclear medicine. Competitive salary and excellent benefits. Contact: Human Resources, Northeastern Medical Center Hospital, 18951 Memorial North, Humble, TX 77338; (713) 541-7956. EOE. M/F/H.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST. The Hospital of Saint Raphael, a 500-bed community teaching hospital, is seeking a full-time staff technologist for our progressive, state-of-the-art nuclear medicine department. Must be registered (RNMT), certified (CNMNT) or Board eligible. The city of New Haven is located along Long Island Sound, in close proximity to New York. Community has diverse cultural offerings, skiing, and sailing. We offer an outstanding benefits package. Salary commensurate with experience. Please send resume or contact: The Department of Personnel, Hospital of Saint Raphael, 1450 Chapel Street, New Haven, CT 06511; (203) 222-2380. EOE.

CERTIFIED NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST. Position available for a certified or Board eligible Nuclear Medicine Technologist. Located in a progressive 400+ bed ICAH accredited hospital. We are presently equipped with three gamma cameras, state-of-the-art computer system, and SPECT capabilities. Two new camera systems expected by mid-year. Over 2,000 exams performed per year, ranging from in vitro studies to all types of diagnostic imaging, including nuclear cardiology procedures. Anticipated growth in nuclear cardiology. Excellent salary and benefits. Please send resume to: Personnel Dept., McKeesport Hospital, 800 East 2nd St., PO Box 5045, Sins Falls, SD 57717-5045. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.

Engineer
NUCLEAR MEDICINE SERVICE ENGINEER. Fast growing company has openings for experienced nuclear service engineers. Excellent benefits package & competitive salary. Send resume to: Personnel, Medallion Medical Systems, 2652, Denver, CO 80221. EOE.

Positions Wanted
Physician
NUCLEAR MEDICINE PHYSICIAN. ABNM certified with extensive experience in the entire range of different modalities including SPECT, PET with an emphasis on computer applications as well as proven research experience. Available immediately. Reply: Box 401, The Society of Nuclear Medicine, 136 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016-0780.
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
U.T. MEDICAL CENTER
KNOXVILLE

Excellent opportunity for a Staff Nuclear Medicine Technologist to join our progressive and expanding Radiology services. UTMC is a 600-bed regional referral and acute care teaching hospital, ideally located in beautiful East Tennessee at the foothills of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.

Interested candidates must be TN registered or eligible with previous experience preferred.

Position offers competitive salary with opportunity to work with state-of-the-art equipment (ECT, PET, etc.). Excellent environment for personal and professional growth. Outstanding University fringe benefits.

Submit resume and letter of interest to:

Department of Human Resources
The University of Tennessee Medical Center
1924 Alcoa Highway
Knoxville, TN 37920

EEO/An Affirmative Action/Title IX/Section 504 Employer

---

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST

At St. Luke's Hospital, the highest standards of health care depend only partly on state-of-the-art technology. Just as important is our commitment to the art of caring—the personal touch no technology can provide. Join us in an environment that pioneers medical technology but equally emphasizes our commitment to caring.

If you are interested in working in a progressive nuclear medicine department, 5 cameras, with a strong cardiac program as well as a technologist training program, we want you on our team. We offer a competitive salary structure, excellent fringe benefits and tangible support for your career advancement, goals and needs. To receive consideration, please forward your resume:

Human Resources Department
44th and Wornall • Kansas City, MO 64111

ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL
OF KANSAS CITY

"The Presence of Care" An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

---

Nuclear Medicine Technologist

Nuclear Medicine Technologist who is seeking supervisory responsibilities. Twenty-two Physician Group, Gulf Coast of S. Texas. Salary negotiable. Call or send CV:

Peter Havens or Amanda Fuhro,
Valley Diagnostic Clinic,
2200 Haine Drive,
Harlingen, TX 78550
(512)425-7200. EOE.

---

Nuclear Medicine Technologist

Anderson Memorial Hospital, a 560-bed regional medical center, has an immediate opening for a staff technologist in nuclear medicine.

Our nuclear medicine department has three gamma cameras plus thyroid uptake equipment which allows a full range of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures.

Anderson, South Carolina is located midway between Atlanta, Georgia, and Charlotte, North Carolina on beautiful Lake Hartwell. Our area offers a quality life style in a four season setting.

For more information contact:

Virginia Suggs
Employment Manager
Personnel Department
Anderson Memorial Hospital
800 North Fant Street
Anderson, SC 29621
(803)261-1162

---

STAFFING DILEMMAS?
LET RAOS™ HELP

★ Specializing in Radiologic Imaging
and Nuclear Medicine Personnel ★

★ TEMPORARY STAFFING SERVICE
★ NATIONWIDE PERMANENT
PLACEMENT SERVICE

We Can Provide:
✓ highly qualified, experienced technologists on a PRN basis
✓ recruiting services for permanent positions at a fraction of your recruiting costs
✓ assistance in eliminating revenue loss due to staffing shortages

Call today: 1-800-282-4198-9642
(813) 461-9642

RAOS™
Radiography Service, Inc.
NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST

Saint Joseph's Hospital, a 524-bed tertiary care referral center, is currently seeking a full-time Nuclear Medicine Technologist to join our technologically advanced Nuclear Medicine Department. This is a new position being added to our existing staff of five technologists. Qualified applicants must possess a degree in Nuclear Medicine and have appropriate registration or be registry eligible. Our large, progressive department performs in excess of 6500 procedures per year and operates 2 planar cameras, 1 tomographic scanner, a Lunar DP3 bone densitometer and 2 G.E. Starcam SPECT systems with a third scheduled to be added by Fall. A broad scope of imaging procedures are performed and the operation of a Nuclear Medicine Technology Student Program in our department keeps us in the forefront of current Nuclear Medicine practice. We are a stand alone department separate from Radiology and have two full-time Nuclear Medicine physicians dedicated to our growth.

Interested candidates should send resume or call:
Employment Manager

SAINT JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL — MARSHFIELD
A MEMBER OF MINISTRY CORPORATION
SISTERS OF THE SORROWFUL MOTHER
611 SAINT JOSEPH AVENUE
MARSHFIELD, WI 54449-1898
800-367-982 (Outside WI)
800-221-3733, Ext. 7153 (In WI)
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V/H M/F/V

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST

Join our team of professionals in Nuclear Medicine! This is an excellent opportunity for a Nuclear Medicine Technologist (CNMT or ARRT) who is dedicated to providing quality patient care (previous nuclear cardiology experience preferred). St. Elizabeth Medical Center is a 654-bed multi unit acute care facility located in Edgewood/Covington, Kentucky, 15 minutes from Downtown Cincinnati. You will enjoy the beauty and “small town” charm of Northern Kentucky as well as the excitement of Cincinnati’s major sporting events, the arts and many riverfront activities.

Experience the warmth and growth of St. Elizabeth! We provide competitive salaries, excellent benefits, relocation allowance and the opportunity to work with a supportive and caring team of professionals. To begin your career in the right direction or expand your existing career call Judy Hankey (collect) at (606) 292-4050 or submit your resume in confidence to: St. Elizabeth Medical Center, Human Resource Department, 401 East 20th Street, Covington, KY 41014.

St. Elizabeth Medical Center

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V
CALL FOR APPLICANTS

CO-EDITOR

NUCLEAR MEDICINE: SELF-STUDY PROGRAM

The Publications Committee of the Society of Nuclear Medicine is accepting applications for Co-Editor of its series of Self-Study Programs on Nuclear Medicine.

Each Self-Study Program will consist of a syllabus, questions, and answer sheet (Part 1), and a set of answers with a critique of each question (Part 2). Category 1 CME credit and psychometric analysis will be available to those who submit answer sheets.

The first volume of Nuclear Medicine: Self-Study Program will be published in 1988; others in the series will follow yearly.

Applicants should be physicians with a broad clinical nuclear medicine practice as well as organizational and editorial skills. If you would like to participate in or would like more information about this unique and important educational effort of the Society, please contact:

Richard L. Witcofski, PhD
Chairman, Publications Committee, SNM
Department of Radiology
Bowman Gray School of Medicine
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

NEW for '88

Educational Lectures Presented By The Society of Nuclear Medicine

All programs are available on 35mm slides with a synchronized audiocassette lecture, and many are also available on videotape. The following programs are among the newest introduced into the SPECT category.

- **CEL 100** SPECT Imaging Parameters ('87)
  - Ronald J. Jaszczak, Ph.D.
  - 45 slides/tape $75.00  ¾" $105.00
  - Not available on videotape

- **CEL 102** SPECT Quality Control ('87)
  - Kim L. Greer, CNMT
  - 30 slides/tape $65.00  Not available on videotape

- **CEL 112** Hepatic SPECT Imaging ('87)
  - Ronald L. Van Heertum, M.D.
  - 81 slides/tape $75.00  VHS/Beta $95.00
  - ¾" $105.00

Please send order or direct any inquiries to:
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P.O. Box 10503
Chicago, IL 60610

Please make check payable to:
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EG & G Ortec is currently providing advice and equipment to companies who offer a "Radon Measurement" service by which owners can have their homes checked for high levels of radon. Two application notes on radon measurements are available from EG & G Ortec. One application note entitled "Environmental Radon Measurements by Gamma Spectroscopy" concerns general information on radon in the environment and its potential health risks. The second application note discusses how to start up a radon measurement business. A data sheet on the AirGuard measurement system for radon samples is also available from EG&G Ortec, 100 Midland Rd., Oak Ridge, TN 37830. (800)251-9750.
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**SPECTAMINE**

**Ritalin-like stimulant.**

**DIAGNOSIS—FOR HEPATIC USE**

**DESCRIPTION:** SPECTAMINE is a combination of 2 mg of the active drug, amphetamine hydrochloride, and 1 mg of the inactive drug, caffeine. The combination is intended for use as a stimulant in the treatment of narcolepsy, a condition characterized by excessive daytime sleepiness.

**PHYSICICAL CHARACTERISTICS:** The tablets are white,椭圆形, and measure approximately 4.7 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness. They are made of cellulose acetate and contain the following inactive ingredients: lactose, starch, magnesium stearate, and cornstarch.

**PHARMACOLOGICAL PROPERTIES:** SPECTAMINE is a centrally acting stimulant with a rapid onset of action. It increases alertness and reduces fatigue. It is also used to treat narcolepsy and other conditions characterized by excessive daytime sleepiness.

**INDICATIONS AND USAGE:** SPECTAMINE is indicated for the treatment of narcolepsy and other conditions characterized by excessive daytime sleepiness. It is also used to improve concentration and alertness in patients with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).

**CONTRAINDICATIONS:** SPECTAMINE is contraindicated in patients with a history of seizures, psychosis, or other mental disorders, or those with a history of drug abuse. It is also contraindicated in patients with a history of cardiovascular disease, hypertension, or hyperthyroidism.

**WARNINGS:** SPECTAMINE should be used with caution in patients with a history of psychiatric disorders, such as depression or anxiety, as it may worsen these conditions. It should also be used with caution in patients with a history of gastrointestinal disorders, as it may exacerbate symptoms.

**ADVERSE REACTIONS:** The most common adverse reactions associated with SPECTAMINE include increased anxiety, agitation, insomnia, and gastrointestinal symptoms such as nausea and diarrhea.

**DOSE AND ADMINISTRATION:** The recommended dosage of SPECTAMINE for adults is 1 tablet (2 mg) twice daily, with the first dose taken in the morning and the second dose taken 6 to 8 hours later. The dosage may be increased to 2 tablets twice daily if necessary.

**DROPPED:** SPECTAMINE is no longer available for purchase and is not currently being manufactured. It should be discontinued as soon as possible and alternative treatments should be sought.

---

**Table 1. Radiolabeled Emission Dosage**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>At Calibration Time</th>
<th>At Calibration Time 24 Hours After Calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reina</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidneys</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throat</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testes</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Marrow</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Radiation Exposure vs. Lead Shielding**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Strength (Ci/cm²)</th>
<th>Coefficient of Attenuation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Statistical Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean (±SEM)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>12.3 (±2.1)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>14.6 (±2.7)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 4. Estimated Absorbed Radiation Dose**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>At Calibration Time</th>
<th>At Calibration Time 24 Hours After Calibration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reina</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidneys</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throat</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testes</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Marrow</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 5. Summary of Clinical Trials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Endpoints</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trial 1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial 2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Efficacy</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial 3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial 4</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Efficacy</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 6. Summary of Preclinical Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Animals</th>
<th>Endpoints</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Efficacy</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 4</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>Efficacy</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 7. Summary of Toxicology Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Animals</th>
<th>Endpoints</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Efficacy</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Efficacy</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 8. Summary of Manufacturing and Quality Control**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process 1</td>
<td>Volume control</td>
<td>Accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process 2</td>
<td>Temperature control</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process 3</td>
<td>Moisture content</td>
<td>Within specifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process 4</td>
<td>Purity</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**Figure 1. SPECTAMINE Dosage Form**

The SPECTAMINE dosage form is a white,椭圆形, tablet designed for oral administration. It contains 2 mg of amphetamine hydrochloride and 1 mg of caffeine.
The dawn of metabolic brain imaging in the evaluation of stroke... and a new day for nuclear medicine

Patient history:
Patricia M, a 44-year-old woman with a history of hypertension, previous TIAs, right carotid endarterectomy

Reason for admission:
Onset of left-sided weakness and numbness

CT interpretation:
Normal

SPECTamine interpretation:
Decreased right hemisphere uptake in the region of the caudate nucleus, and less pronounced decrease in uptake in the right temporal lobe and lower right parietal lobe

SPECTamine image courtesy of the Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI

Medi-Physics proudly announces the availability of
SPECTamine®
lofetamine HCl I 123 Injection

Medi-Physics, Inc.
140 East Ridgewood Avenue
Paramus, NJ 07652

For additional information, call Medi-Physics SPECTamine® Hotline 1-800-451-7732.